ITALIAN ESSENTIAL AGREEMENT
(MODELLING THE PYP IN THE ITALIAN ROOM)

Together with the Italian teacher, the students have created related examples of how we can model the PYP attitudes in the Italian classroom. The following examples are displayed in the room for all students to refer to and follow when listening and learning in Italian.

EMPATIA - Empathy
*Feeling like you are an Italian when you participate in Italian cultural dance and other activities.
*Helping a new member of the class learn Italian.

CO OPERAZIONE - Cooperation
*Listening to all members of the group's point of view/ideas.
*Work together in a team or partner and don't argue.

FIDUCIA - Confidence
*Reading a new poster in the Italian room out aloud for the first time.
*Believing in yourself when your doing work or speaking to someone in Italian.
*Working with high hopes and in a happy way.
*Acting like you're proud of yourself and be proud.

CURIOSITA' - Curiosity
*Finding out about more of a unit of inquiry at home.
*Ask questions and research outside of school grounds.
*Research more into a subject to let you understand it better.

CREATIVITA' - Creativity
*Call out/create an interesting sentence in Italian.
*Uses new ideas in your work.
*Putting lots of colour and detailed words in your work.

IMPEGNO - Commitment
*Having a few goes at pronouncing new words in Italian.
*Finishing off something that you have started.
*Practice every night and study harder and use more difficult words.
*Trying new things and learning about it.

RISPETTO - Respect
*Understanding various aspects of the Italian culture e.g, food, beliefs, dialects etc.,
*Listen when others are talking.
*Be nice to other people in the room.
*Always listen to instructions.
**INDEPENDENZA** - Independence
*Listening to instructions and completing tasks on your own.
*Find resources around the room to help with your work.
*Do your work by yourself and don’t always ask unnecessary questions.

**TOLERANZA** - Tolerance
*Ignore others’ silly behaviour and get on with learning Italian.
*Behaving in class and doing your work.
*Accept the Italian culture and be respectful.

**APPREZZAMENTO** - Appreciation
*Being thankful for all the new language and cultural experiences you are given.
*Being thankful for everything we have.
*Trying your best because you’re learning a new language.